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Does a journal like Morocco Bound ret'lect the views and
interests of its Editor or of its readers'l Or both'l Well, for
better or worse. the views and interests of the Editor
certainly are retlected in the fbllowing pages. Every time
someone writes. or gathers material lbr publication, that
person's likes or dislikes are revealed to some extent.

I like to think my bookbinding interests are pretty varied,
but my main interests are in particular areas. So, I have to
be caretul not to load your journal up with articles
pertaining to these topics. Morocco Bowtd should appeal
to all our readers. That's the aim anyway.

So. this is where you come in. Please let me know what
sort ol articles you would like to see in your journal. Is
the current mixture right? If there is a particular subject
you are interested in. let me know, and I will try to put an
article together for you.

This brin,es me back to my original question. Morocco
Bouttd will best serve its readers' interests il those
readers contribute to its contcnt. I know quite a f'ew
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members of the various Guilds personally, and there are

some very clever people out there. So, contributions,
either self authored. or sourced, are welcome. They don't
have to be scientific treatises: every one of us, at some

point in our lit'e. knew nothing about bookbinding. We

have built our knowledge, to whatever level it is at now,

by a _eradual accumulation of intbrmation.

Just remember the copyri_eht laws - We don't want
anyone to be sued for reprinting somethin_g tbr which
permission was not granted. especially me.

In this issue. the interview with Dave Newbold on page 7

is the first of many to come. The Spring (August)
interview will be with another well known bookbindine
identity.

The Secrets, Tips and Tricks on pa_ee t have been
gathered tiom a variety of sources. I have already started
on another lot tbr the next issue, and would like to fill
another pa-qe at least. so any contributions will be
gratetully received.
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The following article is reprinted
from the Jan-June l98l edition of
The Australian Antique Collector.
The comments regarding the
present state of craft bookbinding
in Australia are interesting and
surely still relevant. The prices
quoted are those current in 1981.

AUSTRALIAN
BOOKBINDINGS

a new field for collectors

Timothy and Anne McCormick

Bindingfrotn the 1830s. The bolcl
tooling on tlrc spine identifies the
work as Australian.

The collecting of books and
manuscripts relating to the
discovery, exploration and
development o[ Australia is not
new. The great collectors of the 19'h

century - Silver, Petherick, Mitchell
and Dixon - were able to amass vast
quantities of rare books and form
notable libraries which later became
the fbundations tbr our national
collections. In their eagerness to
acquire, one important aspect of the
book was overlooked - the bindin_e.
It was not acknowled-sed by any of
them that the bindin_s ol a book
usually occupied more time and
skill than the actual printin-e, and

reflected in its style and
construction an insight into the
nature of the community. In the Old
World the art of the bookbinder has

been acknowled-eed lbr centuries.
He has been placed with painters.
sculptors and cratlsmen, and his

work can be seen in all major
museums and exhibitions of
decorative arts. In Australia,
however, there has been almost no
permanent recognition of the
labours of our bookbinders, who
produced fine work, equal to
European eftorts in both method and
skill, but with its own distinctive
antipodean character.

We are today tbrtunate that our
collecting tbrebears overlooked this
avenue and so leti tbr us the
opportunity to gather to_sether the
bindin_es of the past. Australian
bookbindin_es, often historically
important, and always decorative,
are already scarce as they were
usually produced on special
commission fbr discernin_q
collectors. But with patience and
perseverance - qualities abounding
in the Australian collector of today -
it should be possible to build a

choice collection. Bindings range in
value from $-30 to $500 depending
on the quality, condition and
craftsmanship. The opportunity to
tbrm a significant collection in this
relatively low price range is indeed
rare, considering today's
inflationary values tbr flne arts.

The collector should apply the same
standards to the tlled as would be

shown when acquiring paintings.
silver, furniture, etc.

Condition is very important, as is
richness of decoration. attribution
and provenance.

The lack of materials has always
hindered the Australian craftsman.
the "tyranny of distance" causing
him to innovate and compromise.
thus creating the provincial quality
in his work. The colonial binder
usually worked with poorly tanned
skins and a very limited set of
leather embossing tools (a great
number cut and desi_ened locally).

The collector, when researching a
binding. looks in the lrrst instance
for a si-snature impressed into the
leather, or a small label fixed inside
the covers. A knowledge of binding
style, leathers and use of tooling
will aid in attribution and
identif-rcation.

The collecting of Australian
bindings involves two distinct areas

- l9'h and 20th centuries. From the
l9'h centuries our bindings will
come tiom the workshops of the
prot-essional trade bookbinders: it
should be an aim only to include
volumes with bindings showing
special points and qualities, or of
historical interest. Examples would
be presentation bindin-es, elaborate
decoration. bindings si_gned by
notable craftsmen or perhaps the
tlrst works produced in a certain
locality.

I 9't' c e ntu n' e n g rav e d adt' e rt i s e me n t fo r a lo cal c raft vna n.

AUSTHALIAN BOOKBINDINGS - a new field for eollecrors
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The first binder recorded in the

intant colonY was Thomas

Broughton, who advertised in The

Svdnel'Ga:ette of 1803 that he was

a bookbinder in the aPProved

manner, and respecttully requested

commissions.

UntbrtunatelY, no work of his

appears to have survived and it is

not until we meet George Howe (the

printer of Australia's first book in
I SOzl that we tind surviving

bindings dating from c.1810' These

are usuallY verY simPle, with a

leather spine and PracticallY no

tooling or embossing.

Morocco Bound

The engraved label usualb found
on bindings bY William MoJfitt'

Vice-regal presentation binding bt Williatn

Mffir,-kui 1830s. The volume is bound in

tai"sheepskin. The gotd embossing and

lettering ittdicate a colonial origin'

As the centurY develoPed so did the

quality of the bindin-es. By the late

iSZOt u colonial style was evolving'

usually utilizing the dark brown'

poorly nnned leathers that were

auaitiUte anrJ simple, boldly applied

embossed tooling. Bindings were

produced in either Plain. neat or

"l.g"nt 
style, and it is the latter that

wili provicle most interest tbr the

collector.

In 1830, an enterPrising Young
printer, stationer and bookbinder'
William Mottltt, commenced

business at No.S King Street'

Sydney.
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This bindittg, dated lv[oreton Bav 1857' is

possibll' thi earliest sun'it'i ng e'rample

from Queensland.

His very aPPealing bindings were

inevitably signed on a small label

inside the front cover. In 1833 he

removed to premises in Pitt Street'

where he worked for manY Years'

Bindings with his label showing a

King Street address are quite rare

and would possibly f'etch in excess

of $200.

Charles Kern of Hunter Street'

Sydney, also Produced suPerior

work during the 1830s and is best

known tbr Presentation coPies of
early Australian books bound in

limp leather with Plain bold gold

embossing on the covers.

Black ifiorocco binding b,- Sherrif Dow'litrg c'1860'

The design successftrllt relates the covers to the

conlents-

This e.rhibition catalogue bears an important colonial binding

by tlrc New South Waies Goverrunent Printer' Dark green

io,rirro w'ith gold tooling emphasircs the Australian theme'

J
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The 1840s saw the Rev. Ralph
Manstield and the firm of Waugh
& Cox working in Sydney.
Bindin,es of significant quality
were also being created in Hobart
Town by Rolwegan and in
Launceston by Henry Dowling.

The atfluence of the gold rush era
created new demands for fine
binding and several new workshops
were established. the most notable
being John Sands and Sherrif &
Downing in New South Wales.

During the mid 1850s G. E. Walker,
most probably Queensland's t-rrst

binder, was producin-s very profess-
ional work at Moreton Bay. One
wonders what twist ol fate deposited
a craftsman such as he at this out-
post ofthe colony.

The second half of the century saw

the development and enlargement of
the binderies to keep pace with the

increased book production. Most
binderies, however, still employed
very skilled workers to create

special commissions in neat and

ele_sant style. William Detmold of
Melbourne excelled in fine bindings

and produced work equal to the best

European establishments. His skills
were righttully acknowled_eed with
an award at the Sydney International

Exhibition of 1879.

A late Victorian Sydney binding,
v'hich still retains sonre influence
of mitl-l/t' centun' stvle.

The various State Government
printin_e oftices fbstered
bookbindin-e, and some work of
exceptional quality was shown at
the Sydney Exhibition. Indeed, the
binding on the exhibition catalogue
is a t-ine example of late colonial
binding.

Thomas Richards. the New South
Wales Government Printer, won a

first degree of merit with the library
and decorative binding display
mounted by his department. Similar
commendations were awarded to
the Government Printers tiom

South Australia, Victoria and

Queensland.

It was standard practice fbr some

-qovcrnment publications to rcceive
special deluxe bindings in full
morocco extra gilt. These were then
reserved for presentation and would
be today very worthwhile additions
to any collection.

Only the specialized government
binders were able to make the
transition from the 1890s to the
new century without the resulting
loss of quality. Early work fiom
their benches shows the changin_e
styles - the government binders
being one of the tirst to retlect the
Art Nouveau taste.

Excellent examples are the
bindings produced for several tlne
art publications fiom the museums
and art galleries. Leadin_e
cratismen from the Government
Printer in New South Wales
formed the nucleus of the new
bindery at The Mitchell Library
inl9lO where superior work was
done using kan,saroo skins.

As the Victorian era closed. so did
the hand binderies: the leather
workers and gold toolers were then
like fi_sures fiom a Dickensian
novel - a past age. No lon_eer were
technical colleges instructing in the
arts of hand binding, so there were
apprentices to replace the
cratlsmen ol old.

A Dennold binding c.1860, in dark morocco. Conrparison
with earlier colonial w'ork show's the development of the art

E"rarnple of Art Nouveau sn.le by the Depttrtment of Fine
Binding at the Public Libran, S-rdne,r'. The design is
blocked in gold on black ntorocco.
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A 1920s binding by'Wal Tatlor. This sn'le
captures the spirit of the Arts and Crafts
,novernent.
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Binding bt Wal Ta,tlor in a dark brown levant morocco. He
achieved this elaborate design b1' repeated applicatio,t of
small tools.

She exhibited examples of her
work at the Arts and Cratls Society
durin-e the 1920s and established
the Craftsman Bindery at Sassatias.
Chapman thvoured binding in rich
coloured levant morocco leathers
with ornate -sold-embossed designs.

Melbourne was also home for
Harry Green and his son, who
established and ran a successful
hand bindery fiom the 1920s to the
1950s. Although not to the standard
of Wal Taylor, some of the Green
bindings would warrant the
collector' s attention.

Since World War II. the art ol the
bookbinder in this country has

almost ceased, with only a

sprinkling ol' amateurs to maintain
binding skills, producing
practically no work at all fbr the
collector's library.

This has resulted in an astounding
public ignorance of what a "f-rne

binding" actually is, a tact
aggravated by certain publishing
houses who produce so-called
"fine, hand tooled collector's
books" with no conception of the
skills necessary to make such a
claim.

Morocco Bound

The 20th century brings us into
contact with the work o[ the artist-
crafisman. tbr the commercial
binderies of this century, with some
exceptions, have generally not
produced bindings which quality
for inclusion in a collection. This is
the direct result of their wide usage
of machinery and "improved"
technique, which leti the lone
craltsman to continue the
traditional hand skills of the past.

This art bookbinder usually had
received some trainin-q in the arts
before practicing bookbinding.

He or she tended to work alone.
performing all procedures, as

opposed to the l9th century binders.
who would utilize assistants. These
20th century productions are
theretbre most distinctively
individual and deservin_s of
attcntion.

The turmoil of World War I
brought one young binder fiom the

Queensland Government Printer
into prominence as the lbremost art
bookbinder in Australia this
century.

Wal Taylor enlisted in the AIF and

at the conclusion of the war studied
bookbinding and art in London.

Returning to Australia, he decided
to settle in Sydney. He completed
the binding and decorating of
several books. then showed them to

the publisher of the intluential
ma-gazine Art itt Australia. He was
encouraged to send exhibits to the

Society of Artists. an important
annual exposition. The quality of
his work was reco-enized
immediately and he was
established as a bookbinder of note.

One of his tlrst commissions was a
missal tbr Archbishop Mannix,
bound in crimson morocco with
rich gold tooling and a centre cross
mounted with a black opal.

Today his bindings are still highly
re-garded and one would be an

essential feature of any collection.

The collector should expect to pay

$100 to $250 for an example o[
Wal Taylor's work.

His contemporary in Melbourne
was Margaret Chapman, probably
the most expert woman bookbinder
in the Commonwealth.

Vol25 No 2



In England, America and Europe
during the same period various
groups of designer bookbinders
have flourished. Indeed. it can be
said that the standards overseas ol
quality, tine, modern hand-binding
have reached new pinnacles of
excellence.

There are signs that the Australian
drought may be breakin-e. A Guild
of Bookbinders has been established
in Brisbane and 1980 saw the
commencement of a Guild in

Sydney, together with an exhibition
of trne bindings at the Public
Library of NSW, Sydney.

These new Guilds have as their
objective the preservation, study and

development of quality craft
bookbinding, and instead of looking
back wistfully, have set about

showing that if leather, paper and

tools are available, they can create

tiom these foundations collectors'

bindings as line as ever.

We have attempred to brietly
introduce this ne_slected art form as

a new and rewarding area for the
collector.

A concise history is needed befbre
time shrouds the colony's early
work in this field, and prevents the
artists of the book receiving tbr their
eltbrts the recognition they so justly
deserve.

Photographs b1" Vigo Taurins,
coLtrtes\ of the R C Hobson
Aust ral i ana c o I I e c t i o tt

Michael Matthet, wrote the following article, after
notes by the late Rowley Corbett.

From time to time there is a need to remove adhesive
tape or other gum based tape fiom paper or cloth.
Typically the tape has been used to repair tears, to join
end papers broken at the fold, to join sections and to stick
in press clippings or the like. Very rarely is it so old that
the gum has dried completely so that the old _sum just
falls away.

Like most other aspects of restoration. tape removal calls
tbr considerable patience. In my experience almost all
tapes can be removed with eucalyptus oil, white spirit or
toluene, with the pref-erence bein_g in that order because
of toxicity in the working environment and the potential
tbr leaving stains. Avoidance of stains requires the
copious use of barrier papers and absorbent papers, and
the application of the solvent to the gum rather than to
the paper.

Perhaps the easiest example, althou_eh it belies one of the
principles, is removal ttom a flat surthce that is readily
accessible, viz. not a join. The technique to be used
depends on whether or not there is a small portion of the
tape that can be lifted gently with a scalpel.

Of course if the whole of the tape can be litted with a

scalpel then that should be done and the dried gum
removed with the solvent. If however only a small
portion can be litted. then place a leaf of white blotter
under the pa-ee and a sheet of Mylar under the blotter.
This is to absorb any solvent and prevent it tiom going
onto other pages. Then place pieces of blotter on either
side of the tape, almost adjacent to the tape, so that the
page is protected.

Lifi a small corner of the tape with a pair oi tweezers.
With the other hand dip a cotton bud in the solvent and
apply it gently to the portion of the tape litied up so that
it runs very gently down the tape to where the tape joins

the paper. As the solvent acts, pull the tape away gently
with the tweezers and continue to repeat the process.
When sufticient tape has been removed use another
cotton bud to wipe the excess new moist gum off the
pa_ue. When all the tape has been removed, then a further
wipe can be done until all signs of the gum are removed.

In some instances it is not possible to lift any portion of
the tape to get a start. In such cases the best procedure is
to lay a piece oi blotter on top of the tape and then a
piece of Mylar on top of the blotter and turn the whole
sheet over. Then surround the area of the tape on the
underside with a blotter and gently coat the paper with
the solvent so that it soaks through the paper into the
gum on the other side. Then turn the paper back over
and with scalpel and tweezers -eently liti a portion of the
tape. Then proceed as previously described.

Where the tape is on a join, such as the end paper or
between sections, it is obviously less accessible and there
are two places to be protected. The uneven part of the
book. e.g. the front cover, must be well supported so that
as level a working surface as practicable can be created
and both sides o[ work must be protected.

It is important to keep changin_e the cotton buds regularly
so that the material wiped ofT is not transf'erred back
a-sain. It may be desirable to have some wooden sticks.
e.g. skewers. onto which cotton buds can be formed.
For workplace saiety it is important to use small bottles
of solvent and to stand them within a dish or tray so that
in the event anythin_s should be knocked over it will not
spread. For the same reason the material being worked
on should be kept slightly off the bench, either by use ol
a cutting mat or a packing piece.

Where it is impossible to scrape away the gum traces or
to remove them with solvent. in the end the only solution
is to overlay. with a very t-rne tissue, so as to stop the
gum ever readhering.
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REMOVAL OF AI}HESIVE TAPE
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David (Dave) Newbold, a principal of the
bookbinding firm of Newbold and Collins, will be well
known to many of our readers. He kindly agreed to
tell us his story.

Dave, how did you choose bookbinding as a career?

Pretty much by chance, really. I was at my final
interview with the Public Service Board fbr an

apprenticeship in wood machinin-s which was like getting
second prize, as I really wanted the Cabinet Making
position.

During the interview I overheard a phone call about the
need tbr bookbinding apprentices at the Government
Printing Oft-ice. A site inspection the next day, Account
Ledgers in halt and tull sheep, Law bindings in half cali
books in all different styles. a world I had never
contemplated unfolded betbre me. A f'ew formalities
tinalised, I started the next week.

Tell us about your early years in the Trade.

My first day was a real eye opener, as my first job was on
the end ol the spine-gluing machine that was part of the

Smyth machine binding line that produced the Science
Books tbr the new Whyndam science school curriculum.
This was not what I had expected!

Atier lunch though, some real work. Two of us with the
Leading Hand, gluing title labels on to the tiont of
notebooks. Two hours to stick ei_eht labels. tedious and
time wasting at the time to someone expecting to be up to
my armpits in "real books". In hindsight, -eood
grounding in planning your job, the use of tools and
handling wet materials. The leadin-e hand then took us up
to the store for our tool allocation. A hammer, boot knit'e.
a pair olshears and a bone folder. "Look atter them sonl"
you only get 'em once.

In second year and tbr about tbur years thereafter. I
signed up at Tech. fbr the Journeyman's Course. which
basically allowed you to bind whatever you liked. and try
new skills under the watchful tutorage of the head
teacher, Mr. Stratton. A -sreat place to hone your skills.

I was lucky to have a well-rounded apprenticeship
spending some time in all facets of the hand binding part
of the trade. I spent the twelve months of my second year
at the State Library of NSW bindery, the only apprentice
with seven tradesmen. It was a great place to learn. The
tradesmen were -qreat, always willing to show a willing
learner something new, always giving little and
sometimes dift'erent tips on how to _eet the job done.

The GPO had tradesmen tiom all around the world. as

well as those locally trained. and they were a great source
of knowledge to a young bloke eager to learn.

The last three months o[ my apprenticeship was

completed back at "the library" which became my home
way from home fbr the next twenty-three years. It was in
this environment that my enthusiasm for my trade
blossomed. Many visiting overseas bookbinders,
conservators, writers and illustrators visited the bindery
over the years and enabled us to keep abreast of new
ideas or increase knowlcdge and skills of older ideas and
techniques.

The Library was and is the best place to study the art of
bookbinding and accept the need fbr chan,se in our ideas
with regard to conservation.

By an interesting coincidence, the first occupant of my
childhood home was a GPO binder, unknown to me, of
an earlier,qeneration.

Any memorable individuals that stick in your mind?

Many individuals I have met in the trade are memorable,
some for reasons we shouldn't mention, some tbr their
skills and knowledge, others for lif'elong tiiendships. But
mostly the ones who stand out most are those who were
only too willing to pass on skills and ideas and not keep
them secret.

What is a typical day in your workshop?

The day starts at 7.30 pm with you setting out the course
of your day, what you hope to achieve, what you expect
to achieve, only to have it all change suddenly by an
ur-sent job, telephone or email enquiries, or clients old
and new turning up with their special projects needing
your advice and attention. At the end of the day you can
usually 

-qo 
home satist'ied.

Tell us about some of the special or unusual jobs you
have done for customers.

Books fbr Royalty, tbr Governors and other Dignitaries,
a Visitor's Book for the new Vanuatu Government
House, books in unusual materials, books with sensitive
content. books that were deemed too hard by others are

some of the jobs that come to mind.
. A book of Shakespeare tbr a tilm prop to be bound in

waterprool leather so that it could be used in scenes

atier it had been used in the "throw it in Sydney
Harbour scene". Atier I pointed out that the leather
may be waterprooi but the paper wasn't, the order was
changed to three identical copies.

. The book fbr the fllm "Reckless Kelly" where the

leather had to be tested on how it would handle
explosives to simulate bullets hitting it.

. The covering in leather. and tooling of a large
clamshell jewel case for "Moulin Rouge", then having
to change the colour, at the whim of the director.

. A book hollowed out for a metal weight that moved
across the stage by a magnet underneath the stage.
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Is the relative distance of Australia from Europe and
America a problem in terms of supply of materials?

Sydney has, fbr many years. had some very -eood
suppliers of materials and tools tbr bookbinding although
these have become t'ewer in the last thirty years. But still
most things can be purchased locally. If you want
something different, about three weeks can see it in hand.
The term " global community" is real. You know where
to tind it, it's yours.

How have you been able to adapt by using local
materials?

We have always used an amount of local _eoods and that
won't change. Kangaroo leather. especially the sumach-
tanned skins. had been used in binding since the 1920's.
This has been replaced recently with other tanning
processes. Our leather needs are not commercially viable
locally and many of the local leathers have been
discontinued lor this reason. Basil and Roan sheepskins.
with its split dermis problem because of breedin_e for
wool, became useless tbr bindin_s and was replaced by
local goatskins, but who uses it?

One of the biggest reasons tbr the lack of variety in local
products is we don't use enough. Paper, board and
adhesives are all local and in good supply. Bindin_e cloths
and materials tiom around the world are only three to
tbur weeks away from the time of ordering locally.

How has the trade changed over the time you have been
involved in it?

There are less small bindin-e establishments. but those
still around are specialized. Looking around any
bookshop we are honifred to note the amount ol
paperbacks on the shelves and these are mechanically
produced in-house at the point of printing. This is where
our book production takes place. Or tbr large-run
casework, with the large binding plants in Melbourne.

Account Ledger binding died with advent of computers
but the restoration ol these same books is increasin-e due
to government archive re-eulations. Law books are now
optionally available on computer disc but can't beat -sood
hall law calf bindin_es tbr looks. As one prominent torts
lawyer observed. " a disk doesn't have the feel ofa book
and I can't access disc intbrmation in all the places I can
take a book". Law casework is printed by three or fbur
ditttrent printers in Sydney but bound at one bindery.

Conservation or restoration of old and rare books is

always needed but takes added and specialized skills.

How do you see the trade changing in the future?

We are told that publishin-e has become "on demand" and
of very small runs. What it holds in store tbr bookbinders
is anyone's guess. Computers are producing more
manuals than they did away with so that is good fbr the
print/bind places. People are using their computers to sell
publish and print material that needs binding. But
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inlormation via disc may have more effect than t-irst
thought.

Is there a future for the small home professional or
"garage" binder?

If you have the skills and knowled-se to produce your
work at a high level and over a wide range of skills, can
service your clientele adequately and to their satistaction,
then the answer is yes!

Do you find time to do your own personctl or design
binding?

Yes I do tind time for my own bindings, outside of work
hours, especially Design Bindings. These I exhibit a
couple of times a year and gives me the chance to
experiment and use new ideas and techniques not usually
part of my everyday work.

Millboard was used fbr good quality bindin_e up until the
Second World War, but it is a sign of the times that this
wondertul material seems to be now unobtainable in
Australia, although it is still produced overseas.

Generally considered to be the best type of binders'
board, millboard is harder and tou_sher than the normal,
and commonly used, book or box board. and is a darker
brown or grey in colour. The name comes from the way
it is made - it is rolled or milled under high pressure,
which gives quite a smooth t-rnish.

The first type of millboard, virtually unobtainable
anywhere today, was made from scraps of tarred rope
and other rou-eh tabric. It was then known as rope board
or black board. It first appeared in the late lTth century,
and became more commonly used as the lSth century
pro-eressed.

The ingredients used now include anything from paper
scraps to hemp t'ibres, but the board is still heavily
pressed, which at least produces a heavy, dense product.

Old millboard was not pert'ect. It seems to often contain
iron impurities. which can cause the formation of
sulphuric acid. Modern millboard. while bein-e dense and
heavy, can have a tendency to be brittle.

Still. the bookbinder and restorer should conserve
millboard from old books. It is a not uncommon practice
to use discarded boards of good quality when restoring a
book in which the boards are missing.

John Turner

Throu-eh and through the inspired leaves,
Ye mag_eots, make your windings,
But oh, respect his lordship's taste,

And spare the _eolden bindin_es.

Robert Burns
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Cut the repair paper on damaged sections just short
of the head and tail - this will prevent the repair
material showing when the book has been rebound.

When pasting endpapers, start at the spine edge and

work outwards.

Paddlepop sticks and toothpicks can be useful
alternatives to bone folders when prisin-s the boards
away from the text block during the turning in of the

covering leather.

Betbre sewing a book, mark up, and pierce, all the

sewing holes first.

Sewn endpapers should be tipped onto the tirst
section prior to sewing.

To guillotine like an expert:
l. Knock up the spine tirmly against the back gauge,

clamp, cut.
2. Knock up the tbredge firmly against the side, lay

the head lightly against the rear gauge, clamp, cut.

3.Knock up the foredge firmly against the side, lay
the tail tirmly against the back gau-ee, clamp, cut

When rounding, try to aim for curve of l/3 circle.

Measure twice. cut once.

The acrylic paint used by hobbyists for plastic model
kits can be used to touch up small areas of damaged
coloured leather, particularly morocco. The 

-gloss
can be toned down by dabbing with the finger as it is
drying.

Betbre starting work, collect all your tools together
and lay thcm out nearby.

Be caretul not to use too much pressure on leaves
repaired with Japanese tissue: the tissue is rather
porous and the paste has a tendency to soak through.

Don't use a book press on a book that is newly
covered in leather. Place the book in pressin-e boards
and place it under a medium wei_eht while the leather
dries. The book can be given a tinal heavy pressing
atier the endpapers have been put down.

Use a relatively blunt awl tbr punching holes in
boards prior to lacing in on cords.

When gold blocking on bookcloth. make a blind
impression tirst in order to f'latten the grain in the
cloth.

Blockin_s foils vary in their compatibility to covering
materials. including ditterent types ol bookcloths.
Do some tests on scraps using dift'erent types of foil
betbre blocking the case.

Keep your knives sharp!

Before casing a book, lightly paste the mull and tape

stubs down on the endpapers first. With the stubs out

of the way, the actual casing procedure is easier.

Rub your sewing thread with beeswax - sewing will
be easier, and the thread will be less likely to catch.

The eff'ect of stains can be evened out on cloth books
by rubbing the whole area (side or spine) with a

cloth dampened with spirit. This spreads the
remaining colour between the fresh and the aft'ected

areas.

Gold lines can be put on leather spines without a

brass pallet. Hold a piece of thread with one end in
each hand, and rub it vi-eorously, but not too firmly,
over a piece of blocking foil laid on the spine.

Practice this technique betbre trying it out on a

book!

When blocking on cloth, make a blind impression
first. This will flatten the fibres and make a more

solid impression.

Atier resewin,e, if the swell is large, and the

shoulders oversize, thick boards are required. To

-qive a more pleasing appearance, bevel the outer
edges (i.e. head, tail and tbredge) on the outside
surfhce of each board.

When cutting and paring leather corners, rather than
cuttin-s each corner separately tiom the leather, cut a
piece in the shape of 4 corners laid end to end. Then
pare the outside edges of this. Then cut and pare

each corner. The leather will be easier to hold while
parin-e, and the actual number of sides to be pared is
reduced.

A recased book that has not had to be resewn will be

stronger if you stick tapes on the back, under the
mull, imitating a book that has been fully sewn on
tapes.

On a halt'-bound book, you can eliminate the

problem of the coverin-g material pulling the boards
towards the spine and reducing the board foredge.
Cut the boards oversize at the foredge and trim them
atier the spine leather has been applied.

As a good rule ol thumb, the space between words
on a title should be equal to an A, E or U.

Course grade sandpaper can be used to thin the
leather at the joint prior to covering. You may find it
easier and sat'er than using a paring knit-e.

Cut a set of corner templates in aluminium or board
in about tbur sizes. You will tind these will serve
most books you bind, and you will save time
measuring.

*

*

*

BOOKBINDEHS' SECRETS * TIPS AND TfrICKS
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The following article is reprinted from the December
1890 edition of the trade journal "The British
Bookmaker". This description of backing is somewhat
wordy even in this edited version, but it does describe
the procedure quite well. As the author states, backing
is one of those preliminary steps in the binding process
that needs to be done properly.

It is a l'eature of the art of bookbinding that it is hardly
possible to carelessly execute, or in other words, scamp.
any one process or department, without the work, as a

whole, being the sut'terer by it. For instance, it matters
little what taste or skill be displayed in the finishing
department if the forwarding in any of its details be

faulty, or vice versa, and the process of which I now
treat, viz., backing, is one of those requiring more than
the ordinary care, albeit it seems to be one of those
whose very principle seems so little understood, or if
understood. seldom carried out.

Now it is obvious that the process should commence in
the centre of the back, and this should be done by
administering a continuity of rather mild blows with the
hammer right down the middle, but used in such a

manner that the tbrce is applied not directly downwards
but towards the end-papers, and the hammering should
proceed straight along fiom end to end of the book - the
judgment of the workman will decide how tar its eflect is
lelt - and it is continued until the end-papers are reached,
increasing the tbrce of the hammer as it is gradually
worked towards the ed_se of the boards, when a close and
rather heavy series ol blows bring up a clear sharp line.

Startin-s a-eain in the middle the same process is repeated
on the other side, and this, if executed in a workmanlike
manner, will give in any part of the volume a perf'ectly
straight crease, and not a series o[ broken rid-ses with the
sections driven into each other at short intervals. so

tiequently met with, to the detriment ol the book opening
llat. It is a material point that the back be not allowed to
get too dry atier bein,e glued-up betbre backin-e is

commenced.

This extremely strong six page endpaper was developed,
by W A (Bill) Samuels, foreman, E C Chapman & Co,

for use on buckrqm case bound books for the Law Book
Company of Australasie P/L, Bill Samuels witnessed
the apprentice indentures of Ted Chapman, who is the
current owner of the ftrm. Ted's grandfather, the

founder of the firm, had witnessed the indentures of
Bill Samuels. Ted is well known to many of us as a
Teacher at the Sydney Institute of Technology and at
the Guild. He has kindly allowed us to publish this
description of what looks like a very simple endpaper
solution for a book that will be taking some wear and
tear.

2 page

4 page

Paste another 25mm strip of calico around

the outside ol the endpaper and section

Tip endpaper
to section

Tip first leal

section

25mm wide white calico strip

Tip flush with spine fold ol section

10

Sew seclion through calico

Morocco Bound Winter (May) 20M
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Our thanks to Arthur Johnson, the author, and June
McNicol, Secretary of the Queensland Bookbinders
Guild for this comprehensive account of a beautiful
decorative technique.

Blind tooling is a pleasing alternative to ,sold finishing.
Light coloured moroccos and brown cali are especially
attractive when embossed by a hot tool and a

combination of blind and gold is very decorative.
Finishers claim that gold toolin_s is less taxing than blind
tbr when the tool is struck on gold the impression is
complete. Blind work has to be put in a number ol times
to achieve the rich dark brown colour that is so

characteristic.

Titles and decorations are planned on bank paper in order
that proportion, layout and spacin_e are satisiactory. The
templates are taped on to the cover and used as guides for
the initial impressions. Border lines are marked in with
dividers and embossed with warm pallets and fillets.
Blank spaces are left fbr decorative rolls but taint _euide
lines tbr these are indicated with the point of dividers.

Blind roll decorations are embossed directly onto the
leather guided by the faint lines. Unless executed with
speed and elticiency the loss o[ heat and the drying of the
leather will result in patchy areas. One method is to be_ein

rapidly with the heated tool and as the impression
progresses slow its movement and increase the pressure.
Some will impress the decorative roll without hesitation.
On completion the roll is not lifted but i[ there are lighter
areas the wheel is rolled backwards to darken them.
Spontaneous tooling on virgin leather is not always
successful unless the worker is an accomplished tinisher.

Not all leathers are receptive to blind work. Skins whose
surtaces are artificially dressed are to be avoided but the
natural -erains of calf and morocco are ideal. It is wise to
experiment on scrap leather to _eain experience. Damp
leather is extremely vulnerable to over-heated tools and
the resultin_g 'burnt-in' impressions are ditflcult to
disguise. However a stitf mixture ol leather dust and
paste will repair the damage. The cavity is packed with
this filler and capped with a thin onlay of similar learher.

When the initial blind work is completed a limited area is
dampened. The moisture darkens the surface but it is
crucial that hot tools are not impressed until the leather
appears dry. Wait patiently tbr a further two or three
minutes to be certain. The worker will benetlt tiom the
earlier experiments. Although the surtace will seem dry
there is suttlcient moisture remaining within the skin fbr
successful toolin_e. Heat and humidity are tacrors to be
considered, as blind tooling seems more successtul on
rainy days. It is impossible to tool on very dry leather.

Tools are heated during the waiting period to the
temperature required fbr gold work. The rules of heat.
pressure and dwell apply tbr all tinishing. The tool is

tested for temperature and held a few millimetres above
the impression to be certain of position. Strike the tool
and remove it instantly and if the conditions are right a

dark brown crisp image is the reward. Tooling is
continued without delay.

As the leather dries the tone may be lighter or patchy but
the heated tool may be struck again with a longer dwell
and firmer pressure. It is imperative that any subsequent
impressions coincide with the first otherwise double
ima-se results. With practice it is possible to t'eel the tool
slip precisely into place. If tooling is still unsatistactory
the tool is reheated and impressed with a'points of the
compass' movement. As the moisture evaporates a higher
temperature can be attempted. Moist leather and a hot
tool combined with an over cautious approach will cause

the sides of the impression to darken and the image to be

blurred. Without moisture tooling is inettective. It will be

necessary to dampen the leather again and repeat the
procedure until all the impressions are even in tone. An
image darker than the rest can be lightened by gently
scraping with a scalpel.

Alternative methods of tooling in blind and colours:

(l)Blind impressions are made with the aid of paper
templates. Using these as guides dab the warm tool onto
worn carbon paper betbre strikin-e. Ensure the carbon
does not smear.
(2) Distribute printer's ink onto the flesh side ol fine calf.
The cold tool is touched on this'ink pad'before tooling.
Early account book tinishers would index in various
colours by smearin-e the inks onto the pads of their
tingers.
(3) Pigment fbil may be used but is not recommended for
fine work as it lacks quality. Tooling through a

cellophane or paper backing results in spread
impressions. Metal and pi-ement tbils were introduced fbr
use in blocking machines. Their precise adjustments,
controlled temperatures and 'kiss impressions' ensured
sharp images.
(4) The edges of leather onlays are sealed with hot
pallets, gouges and tillets. The impressions may be
darkened with a black _eraphics pen.
(5) Blind lines may be darkened and polished by'fiiction
tooling'. A heated tillet is wed-ged and slid alon_g the
impressed lines. Similarly a curved pallet is skidded
along the tooled line to darken and polish a mitred
corner. A tool called a 'creaser' with sin_ele or double
lines is adapted fbr this work.

Account book finishers, in earlier times. decorated their
bindings with simple line and roll work. In order to
blacken the impressions a vinegar soaked sponge was
attached to touch the thce of the tlllet or roll. The heat
and the reaction of the leather to acid made an insranr
black impression. It is not a recommended procedure
without expertise.

ll

BLIND TOOLING
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Azured tool: A tinishing tool with fine parallel lines
across the surface.

Barm skin: The leather apron formerly used by
bookbinders.

Cumdach: A box, often richly ornamented, used to store
sacred and valuable books and documents.

Deakin: A very small calttkin

Erfurt binding: A style in which the cover has a number
of borders enclosing a narrow panel.

Flyswing: Very thin skiver leather, mainly used for
labels.

Guttering: The vertical ridges that appear, atter
protracted use, on the spine of a tight-back book.

Hung-[n: A book that has been glued in to its cover at
the spine only.

Inside rolling block: A block of wood on which the
open cover of a book is placed, to allow decoration of the
turn inside cover and turn-ins.

Jiggering: The rocking of a finishing tool to give a sheen

to a blind impression on leather.

Knockers: The name given to the bindery workers who
used to knock-up and stack sections after they were
tblded.

Leather glove: A piece of leather, moulded and stitched
so that it t'its over the thumb, used by hand-tool finishers
when steadying a hot tool.

Nlutton Thumper: An incompetent bookbinder.

Nicked corner: The type of cover corner resulting tiom
foredge turn-ins overlapping the head and tail turn-ins.
The most common cloth corner.

Outsert: An extra folio placed around a section.

Petit fers: Small trnishing tools (Fr: "small irons).

Quatrefoil: A decorative tinishing tool consisting o[ a

stylised flower with four leaves and petals.

Rabbit back: A text block, which after being incorrectly
rounded and backed, has a ridge in the centre, rather than
a -sentle slope to the shoulders.

Strike: The impression made by a tinishing tool.

Tinny: Leather that is weak and lackin,e in body or
substance.

Usability: The durability of a binding - how it will
withstand constant use.

Volute: A tinishing tool consisting of a lar_ee curl and a
small curl going in the opposite direction.

Wallet edge: A type of limp binding in which the
fbredge of lower cover is extended, and can be attached
to the upper cover via a tongue.

XX: A symbol that indicates 23-karat gold leaf'.

Yawning boards: Cover boards that curl outwards from
the text block.

Zebra marble: A marbled paper pattern consisting of
wavy stripes in various colours, overlaid with largish
yellow spots.

AND SOME MORE ...

Journeyman bookbinder
This term doesn't seem to be used in Australia anymore,
but it ret'ers to a bookbinder that has finished an
apprenticeship. The term comes from the fbrmer practice
of workman journeying tiom shop to shop and workin_e
with different employers in order to acquire proper
knowledge of the craft.

Kissing the Bookbinder's Daughter
This was a trick played on young bookbinders that had
just finished their apprenticeships. The youn-e man was
told he had to kiss the dau_shter of his employer. A pretty
girl was pointed out to the apprentice and he was
blindtblded or told to close his eyes. He bent down
expectantly ... and kissed a loaded paste brush.

IN THE SPRING (AUGUST) ISSUE OF
MOROCCO BOUND

0 Two simple binding styles
0 More Tips and Tricks
0 The Spring lnterview
0 Roger Payne
0 And more...
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AN A-Z OF OBSCURE BOOKBINDING TERMS


